How Brexit-ready
are you?
Brexit risk assessment

Brexit is looming. With the
government making clear that
there will be no extension
to the transition period, our
future relationship with the
EU will begin on January 1
2021, with or without a trade
deal. When we emerge from
the COVID-19 restrictions,
we will inevitably operate
in a changed business
environment and as a result,
businesses are revisiting their
Brexit plans.

Whatever the outcome of the
trade deal negotiations, there are
considerations and risks to manage
across all corners of your organisation.
Our comprehensive approach covering
the 15 areas below will assess your
Brexit risks and identify gaps. As most
businesses now have a Brexit plan,
this provides assurance in relation to
the areas that are already well covered
and develops a prioritised roadmap
for those areas that require additional
work before 1 January 2021.
Our specialists have already worked
together to prepare many businesses
for the new trading conditions next
year and we are therefore focused on
the most important practical steps.

How our risk assessment
can help
Road-testing your Brexit plans
It’s vital to challenge and review
your existing plans. Do your
current impact assessments
drill down far enough?
Spotting your off-radar risks
Our Brexit risk assessment
quickly identifies the gaps you
may have missed. How effective
are your risk mitigation plans?
Building a readiness roadmap
Providing clarity on what needs
to be done and when will help
you proportionately allocate
your resources.
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Key stages and deliverables

Risk assessment
and flow
mapping

Roadmap and
next steps

We identify any gaps and weaknesses
and provide assurance on the
areas that are well covered. This
informs the development of a Brexit
roadmap, clearly setting out priority
actions to mitigate risks. All of these
deliverables are pulled together into a
comprehensive report, which will act
as your ‘Brexit Bible’ in readiness for 1
January 2021.
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The client are working closely with the Trade association on
regulation requirements and understand the challenges, which
are; the data requirements, the additional administration and
challenges of ensuring all forms are filled accurately.

Delivery
delays

The client recognises the risk of Brexit delays at the border and
ports disrupting OTIF deliveries.

Supplier
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Extreme

Current

Regulation
requirements

High

We employ a combination of
stakeholder interviews, workshops and
a review of existing documentation
to understand and map your key
flows and risks. We conduct a risk
assessment against our 15-box
diagnostic model and extensive Brexit
risk experience.

Supply
Products

High

Workshops
and interviews

We develop and agree a project plan
with you from the outset, establishing
objectives, key stakeholders, roles and
responsibilities and a defined timeline.
This ensures clarity and agreement on
the key aspects of the project and buyin from both sides from day one.

Moderate

Project planning
and kick-off

Goods and services reliant on the EU are currently being
analysed however no formal assessment of these suppliers
Brexit readiness has taken place

The risk relating to unfavourable/obsolete customer and
supplier contracts/T&Cs hadn’t been identified however the
legal team have not yet reviewed any contracts.

•
•
•
•
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Data collection/management should begin as soon as
possible
Effects of a delay in lead times due to regulation
requirements should be explored

A business decision on the level of stock building is required
(this is time sensitive)
Critical equipment should be included in the stock build plan
Discussions with key suppliers around capacity to deal with
additional paperwork requirements should go ahead
A list of critical & key supply flows either directly or indirectly
from the EU can be used to identify risk exposure
From this, the suppliers in question should be contacted and
their Brexit readiness assessed (e.g. questionnaire)
Responses may spur actions such as finding alternative
suppliers/ substitutes/ stock building/ customer comms
Post-Brexit requirements may void contracts, render
protections obsolete or not include sufficient clarity around
requirements related to trade between third country and EU
Some key supplier/customer contracts may need to be
amended or renegotiated
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